We perform a Kaluza-Klein inspired rewriting of double field theory by splitting the coordinates into 'compact' and 'non-compact' directions. There is no truncation of the compact coordinates or their duals, and so this formulation is manifestly Opd, dq invariant, with d the number of compact directions. The action can serve as starting point for arbitrary Kaluza-Klein ansätze. For a torus background the theory describes the full tower of Kaluza-Klein modes or, in the dual frame, of the winding modes. The Kaluza-Klein vector is a gauge field for the duality-covariantized Courant bracket algebra rather than a Lie algebra. Gauge covariance requires the inclusion of the 2-form gauge potential descending from the Kalb-Ramond field, leading to a structure resembling the tensor hierarchy of gauged supergravity.
written in terms of the generalized scalar curvature R that is a function of the dilaton density d and the familiar generalized metric H encoding metric and B-field. Truncating the dependence on the dual coordinates, the action reduces to the standard space-time action of closed string theory,
This idea of a doubled geometry is well-motivated from string theory on a torus background, where the new coordinates are dual to winding modes. Thus, string theory suggests that a doubled geometry should be appropriate for backgrounds of the form R n´1,nˆT d , and the construction of the cubic theory from string field theory in [2] employed such a background.
Later work in [4] gave a manifestly background-independent formulation such as used in (1.1) . This formulation features a global continuous OpD, Dq symmetry, where D is the total number of space-time dimensions that need not be decomposed into n non-compact and d compact directions. Formally, this theory doubles all space-time coordinates, but it is subject to the 'strong constraint' which states ηMN BM BN " BM BM " 0 , ηMN "˜0 1 1 0¸, (
acting on arbitrary fields and products of fields. Here, BM denotes the derivatives dual to the doubled coordinates XM , combining the space-time coordinates x and their dualsx, and ηMN is the OpD, Dq invariant metric. This constraint is a stronger form of the level-matching constraint for the massless sector of string theory on a torus, L 0´L0 " 0, and it implies that locally the theory depends only on half of the coordinates. The full string theory on a torus background only requires the weaker constraint that BM BM annihilates all fields but not necessarily all products, which allows for field configurations that depend even locally both on x andx. It is a matter of current research to what extent and in which sense the strong constraint (1.3) can be relaxed [18, 30, 31] . Throughout this paper we assume the strong constraint, but comment later on possible relaxations.
Our aim in this paper is to give DFT in a formulation that is appropriate for Kaluza-Klein compactifications, in a sense returning to the original idea of a theory with 'non-compact' and 'compact' directions. We stress, however, that this does not require any particular restriction of the 'internal manifold' nor any assumption on the topology of the background. Rather, we simply gauge fix the local Lorentz symmetry and split the coordinates without any truncation in the compact coordinates, writing xm " px µ , y m q ,xm " px µ ,ỹ m q , µ " 0, . . . , n´1 , m " 1, . . . , d , (1.4) where D " n`d. Somewhat loosely, we will refer to the coordinates as non-compact and compact, although this does not entail any assumption on the topology. The local Lorentz group of DFT, which consists of two copies of the usual Lorentz group, is then gauge fixed according to
OpD´1, 1q LˆO pD´1, 1q R ÝÑ Opn´1, 1qˆOpdq LˆO pdq R .
(1.5)
In addition, we assume that the fields are independent of the dual space-time coordinates x µ , i.e.,B µ " 0, but leaving the dependence on Y M " pỹ m , y m q, M " 1, . . . , 2d, and thus the rigid Opd, dq symmetry untouched. In this sense our approach is an extension of that of de Wit-Nicolai, who gave a Kaluza-Klein rewriting of 11-dimensional supergravity, but without truncation [41, 42] . Similarly, our formulation contains the usual two-derivative space-time theory (1.2) of closed string theory, but rewritten by use of a Kaluza-Klein-like decomposition of fields and coordinates, thereby still depending generally on y m . However, our formulation goes beyond the approach of de Wit-Nicolai (as applied to string theory) in that we also keep the dependence on the dual coordinatesỹ m , thereby arriving at an Opd, dq covariant action.
This action can now serve as the convenient starting point for an arbitrary Kaluza-Klein ansatz. For instance, we may specialize to a torus ansatz and expand the fields in Fourier modes exppim n y n q and exppiw nỹ n q, thus giving the effective action of the full tower of Kaluza-Klein or winding modes. Although by the strong constraint (1.3) so far we can only describe either Kaluza-Klein or winding modes (or any combination obtained thereof by an Opd, dq rotation), the action is manifestly Opd, dq covariant.
As another Kaluza-Klein ansatz we may choose Scherk-Schwarz reductions, which have already been studied extensively in the literature on DFT [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , see also [43] . In particular, it has been found that the duality-covariant language of DFT is perfectly suited in order to reproduce gauged supergravity theories in lower dimensions, formulated with the embedding tensor technique [44, 45] . As such, it can reproduce in a transparent manner those gauged supergravities that have no conventional uplift to higher-dimensional supergravity (and that are related to non-geometric fluxes) -although not in full generality unless the strong constraint is relaxed, as we will discuss in the outlook. A crucial ingredient of the embedding tensor formalism and the duality-covariant form of gauged supergravity is the so-called tensor hierarchy that, in addition to the usual (non-abelian) one-form gauge fields, needs to introduce forms of higher rank in order to maintain gauge covariance [46] [47] [48] . One of the main results of this paper is to show that the gauge structure of the DFT action given here is governed by an analogue of the tensor hierarchy prior to any Kaluza-Klein compactification.
In order to explain this point in a little more detail, we recall that in DFT the gauge transformations parametrized by a gauge parameter Λ M read, say, on a vector
where we introduced the D-bracket, which is the duality-covariantized extension of the Dorfman bracket in generalized geometry. These transformations differ from the usual infinitesimal diffeomorphisms given by the Lie derivative and thus represent generalized Lie derivatives. They close according to the C-bracket, rδ Λ 1 , δ Λ 2 s "´δ rΛ 1 ,Λ 2 s C , which is the antisymmetrization of the D-bracket and the duality-covariantized version of the Courant bracket in generalized geometry. Remarkably, this bracket does not define a Lie algebra in that the Jacobi identity does not hold [3, 11] . Now, in the Kaluza-Klein-type rewriting of DFT we have a Kaluza-Klein vector A µ M , which acts as a gauge field for the Λ M gauge transformations, 1
This allows for the definition of covariant derivatives D µ , but since neither the C-nor D-bracket define a Lie algebra we cannot employ the usual results of Yang-Mills theory. In particular, since the C-bracket violates the Jacobi identity, the naive field strength
is not a covariant object. The failure of F to transform covariantly is, however, of the 'exact' form B M χ for some function χ and therefore we can define a fully covariant field strength
by introducing a 2-form gauge potential B µν with an appropriate gauge transformation. This is precisely analogous to the tensor hierarchy, where the gauge group structure does not define a proper Lie algebra and accordingly higher forms need to be introduced in order to guarantee gauge covariance. Luckily, DFT provides precisely such a 2-form, originating from the external components of the B-field. Similarly, we will have to introduce a field strength for this 2-form,
where a Chern-Simons-type modification is necessary for gauge covariance. The appearance of a Chern-Simons 3-form in the curvature of the 2-form is a well-known phenomenon in string theory, but here a generalization of the Chern-Simons term is needed, based on the (covariantized) Courant bracket.
With these novel gauge structures we are ready to write the DFT action, withB µ " 0, for the Kaluza-Klein fields
where H M N denotes the Opd, dq matrix encoding the internal components of the metric and the B-field and φ is a Kaluza-Klein redefinition of the DFT dilaton. The action is manifestly invariant under Λ transformations and reads 12) cf. (3.43) below. The potential is given by 13) with the scalar curvature as in the DFT action (1.1), but written for H M N and φ. This action is a twofold extension of the zero-mode action for the torus compactification of the closed string action (1.2), given by Maharana-Schwarz [50] . Not only does it preserve the full dependence on all internal coordinates, but also it does so in a duality covariant way, keeping the full dependence on the doubled internal coordinates Y M . Correspondingly, all derivatives and curvatures are replaced by covariant derivatives and non-abelian field strenghts. Moreover, there is a potential that in Kaluza-Klein language (say, with respect to a torus) induces the masses of the higher Kaluza-Klein/winding modes.
This paper is organized as follows. In sec. 2 we develop systematically the tensor hierarchy for the C-and the D-bracket by introducing covariant derivatives, curvatures and proving Bianchi identities. Then, in sec. 3, we prove starting from DFT and performing the KaluzaKlein-like decomposition that its action can indeed be written in the above form. We close with a short discussion of the implications for the effective action of Kaluza-Klein or winding modes and with a general outlook.
The tensor hierarchy for the D-and C-bracket
In this section we develop the tensor hierarchy based on the gauge structures of DFT, which are governed by the D-and C-bracket. We start by recalling some results from DFT and introducing the relevant notation. 2 The gauge transformations are governed by generalized Lie derivatives that we denote by p L and which act on a vector according to the D-bracket (1.6):
All indices are raised and lowered with the Opd, dq invariant metric η M N . The action of the generalized Lie derivative on a general tensor is the straightforward extension of (2.1). Note that the Opd, dq metric η M N itself is invariant under p L Λ . Moreover, due to the strong constraint (1.3) a gauge parameter of the form Λ M " B M χ does not generate a gauge transformation and is hence referred to as a trivial parameter. The generalized Lie derivatives form a closed algebra,
where the bracket is given by the C-bracket
Comparing with (1.6) one may check that the C-bracket differs from the D-bracket by a total derivative symmetric in the arguments
We finally note that the Jacobiator of the C-bracket is non-zero, but takes the trivial form [3] ""
which will be important below when constructing gauge covariant curvatures.
We now turn to the introduction of gauge fields and invariant field strengths. These will covariantize derivatives B µ with respect to the n 'non-compact' coordinates, which is necessary since the gauge parameters are also functions of x µ , Λ " Λpx, Y q, and hence the symmetry is local with respect to the external space. We start with the gauge transformations of A µ M , which in analogy to ordinary Yang-Mills theory we define to be
Here we used that according to (2.4) the D-bracket is not antisymmetric and so the two natural ways of writing the gauge transformations as in Yang-Mills theory differ by a total B M derivative. As we will explain below, this difference is irrelevant due to an extra shift gauge symmetry on A µ M . With the gauge field A µ M we can next define a covariant x µ -derivative,
Here, the generalized Lie derivative acts in the representation of the object on which D µ acts. Thus, for the internal generalized metric H M N the covariant derivative is given by
Below, we also need the dilaton e´2 φ , which is a density with respect to Λ transformations, and the external vielbein e µ a , which is a Λ-scalar,
Thus, their covariant derivatives read
Despite the slightly non-standard form of the gauge transformations of the gauge fields, these derivatives are fully covariant under local Λ M transformations. To see this consider a generic Opd, dq tensor W . We then compute
Here we have written in the first line δA µ M as in (2.6), but with the C-bracket instead of the D-bracket, using that by (2.4) the difference is a trivial parameter that does not generate a generalized Lie derivative. In the second line we used the linearity of the generalized Lie derivative in its argument, and in the third line we used (2.2).
Next let us attempt to construct a covariant field strength of A µ M . In analogy with YangMills theory we set
As usual, the field strength can also be defined through the commutator of covariant derivatives,
as can be easily verified. Since the C-or D-bracket do not define a Lie algebra, however, F µν M does not transform fully covariantly. An explicit computation shows
Thus, while F µν M is not fully gauge covariant, by the strong constraint it is gauge invariant in
In a next step we introduce a 2-form potential in order to construct a fully covariant field strength. We set
From (2.14) we infer that this modified field strength transforms covariantly,
if the 2-form transforms as
The general variation of B can actually be written in a more convenient form as follows. First consider the general variation of F µν M induced by an arbitrary δA µ M ,
In conventional Yang-Mills theory we would rewrite this in terms of the covariant derivatives of δA µ M . However, since the covariant derivative (2.7) on a Λ-vector involves the D-bracket rather than the antisymmetric C-bracket, we cannot rewrite this immediately in terms of covariant derivatives. Rather, we find with (2.4)
If we now introduce a 'covariant variation' of the 2-form, 19) the general variation of the covariantized field strength (2.15) can be written as 20) which is in precise analogy to the tensor hierarchy [46, 47] . In terms of this covariant variation of B µν we can rewrite the Λ M gauge variation (2.16) of B µν in a more compact way. After a short computation one finds
where the covariant derivative acts on Λ N A N as for a Λ-scalar. Next, we can also define a gauge transformation of B µν under a (one-form) parameter Λ µ ,
The field strength (2.15) is invariant under this transformation, as follows from (2.20), 23) using that D µ and B M commute when acting on an Opd, dq scalar such as Λ µ , which can be easily verified. We note from the second transformation in (2.22) that the Λ M gauge transformation of A µ M is only determined up to total B M derivatives thanks to the extra Λ µ shift symmetry, cf. the discussion after (2.6). In fact, if we add a field-dependent gauge transformation with parameter Λ µ "´Λ N A µN , we infer from (2.6) and (2.21) that the Λ M gauge transformations can also be written as
Another consequence of the extra shift-like symmetry on A µ M is the appearance of a 'gauge symmetry of gauge symmetries'. To see this, recall that the generalized Lie derivative and thus the D-bracket is trivial for Λ M " B M χ and so from (2.6)
Thus, no gauge symmetry is generated if we choose the parameters in total as
Similarly, for Λ M " B M χ we have for the 2-form from (2.16) 27) while for Λ µ "´B µ χ we have from (2.22) 28) which precisely cancels (2.27). Thus, the parameters (2.26) also do not generate a gauge transformation on B. Again, this has a direct analogue in the tensor hierarchy of gauged supergravity, see eq. (3.30) in [51] .
Let us now turn to the closure of the gauge algebra, returning to the original form of the gauge transformations (2.6) and (2.21). Unlike in conventional Yang-Mills theory the Λ M transformations do not close by themselves, but rather require the extra Λ µ shift symmetry. We compute with (2.6)
Here we rewrote the generalized Lie derivative and thus the D-bracket in terms of the antisymmetric C-bracket, using (2.4). Employing now the algebra (2.2) of generalized Lie derivatives to simplify the last line, we infer "
thereby establishing closure. Similarly, one may verify closure on B µν according to the same parameters.
Next, we introduce a 3-form field strength for the 2-form. The easiest way to derive the field strength is to note that the usual Bianchi identity does not hold for F µν M . Indeed, we compute
(2.31)
Here we inserted the explicit form of the field strength (2.12), and used in the second line the relation between the C-and D-bracket. We can next use that the totally antisymmetrized double commutator in the last line equals the Jacobiator (2.5) of the C-bracket. We finally obtain
(2.32)
The failure of F to satisfy the Bianchi identity is again of 'trivial' form, so that when contracted with B M it vanishes. Alternatively, the terms on the right-hand side can be absorbed into the field strength of the 2-form. We find for the covariantized field strength (2.15)
where
and we used again that in this case B M and D µ commute. Defining the field strength of the 2-form as
we obtain the modified Bianchi identity
An explicit computation shows that H µνρ is fully covariant under Λ M transformations and invariant under Λ µ transformations, i.e.,
The 3-form field strength also satisfies a generalized Bianchi identity,
which follows as an integrability condition from (2.36), using (2.13). We note that the fact that H µνρ transforms fully covariantly is somewhat different from the tensor hierarchy in gauged supergravity, where usually one also has to introduce a 3-form gauge field in the field strength of the 2-form. This may suggest that the strong constraint is stronger than necessary. We will come back to this point in the conclusions.
Kaluza-Klein form of closed string theory action
The DFT action
In this section we derive the action (1.12) given in the introduction from the DFT action (1.1) and also show that the gauge transformations emerge from DFT in precisely the way required by the tensor hierarchy discussed above.
We begin with a brief review of DFT. As we perform a Kaluza-Klein-type rewriting of the action it is convenient to employ a frame or vielbein formalism. The original work by Siegel gives such a frame formalism [1] , and it has been shown in [13] how to relate it to the generalized metric formulation of DFT. In this formalism one works with a frame field EÂM (where as above hatted indices refer to 2D-valued indices). The frame field is subject to a tangent space gauge group, which can be as large as GLpDqˆGLpDq, but for our present purposes it is sufficient to work with two copies of the local Lorentz group, which then will be gauge fixed as in (1.5). In the frame formalism of [1, 13] the two local Lorentz groups can be neatly disentangled by means of a unbarred/barred index notation, which is very convenient when introducing fermions [19] , but then the frame field itself is an OpD, Dq group element only up to a similarity transformation. Since in this paper we are not interested in fermions it is convenient to slightly adapt the frame formalism by working with a frame field that is a proper OpD, Dq group element, as has been used by Geissbühler [30] . Thus, in this formulation we take the vielbein to satisfy EÂM EBN ηMN " ηÂB , ( 3.1) i.e., the OpD, Dq metric with 'flattened indices' takes the same form as with curved indices. The vielbein transforms under gauge transformations as
where λ is the gauge parameter for local OpD´1, 1q LˆO pD´1, 1q R transformations. The generalized metric can then be defined as
where we refer to eq. (3.12) below for the precise meaning of the δ symbol. The generalized metric is invariant under local Lorentz transformations. Finally, the theory requires the dilaton density d, which transforms as
and which is needed to define an invariant integration.
In order to write the DFT action in this frame formalism we introduce (generalized) coefficients of anholonomy [1, 13] ,
The DFT action is then given by
where the Lagrangian density reads, up to total derivatives, [30] 
We note that the p Ω are separately gauge invariant under ξM transformations, but invariance under local Lorentz transformations requires the precise coefficients given here.
Kaluza-Klein ansatz and symmetries
We now perform the Kaluza-Klein rewriting of the DFT action (3.7). Thus, we gauge fix the local Lorentz group as in (1.5) and split the coordinates according to (1.4) . Moreover, we assume that the fields are independent ofx µ , but we stress that the dependence on y and y is still completely generic, and we write these coordinates collectively as Y M " pỹ m , y m q. Therefore we have to split the indices according tô
With these index conventions the OpD, Dq metric reads where η ab is the Lorentz metric of the n-dimensional, 'external' tangent space and η ab its inverse. This is the OpD´1, 1qˆOpD´1, 1q invariant metric. We use the convention that curved indiceŝ M ,N are raised and lowered with ηMN and that flat indicesÂ,B are raised and lowered with ηÂB. Let us stress that when splitting the indices in this formalism as in (3.9) we have to carefully distinguish between upper and lower indices; they are not meant to be raised and lowered with the usual Lorentz metric η ab , unless stated explicitly. Finally, we give the frame field in the Lorentz gauge fixed form appropriate for Kaluza-Klein compactifications,
where V is the vielbein for H M N " pVV T q M N and
Here we have used the local Lorentz symmetry to set some components to zero. In this form the frame field satisfies the constraint (3.1) so that the inverse vielbein EMÂ can be immediately written by raising and lowering indices. This form of the frame field is closely related to the one relevant for the heterotic theory [14] , as it encodes additional gauge fields A µ M , and also appears in an analogous form in Scherk-Schwarz reductions [30] . In addition, we redefine the dilaton according to 15) where e denotes the determinant of the external vielbein e µ a defined in (3.13). As we will see, this definition is such that φ is a scalar with respect to the external space but a density with respect to the internal space.
Let us now turn to the discussion of the symmetries (3.2) acting on these Kaluza-Klein-type fields, using the index split (3.9) also for the gauge parameter,
where we inserted a sign in order to comply with our conventions above. We first note that a compensating local Lorentz transformation with off-diagonal parameter λ aB is required in order to maintain the gauge choice in (3.13). Using the conditionB µ " 0 we infer that the component E aµ " 0 is left invariant under ξM transformations, but E aM and E A µ require the compensating local Lorentz transformation with parameter
Since λÂB should parametrize OpD´1, 1qˆOpD´1, 1q, we need to add additional parameters in order to preserve the invariant metric (3.12). We need to satisfy λÂĈ δĈB`λBĈ δÂĈ " 0 , (3.18) which requires
Next, we apply the gauge transformations to components of the frame field, starting with E A M , which yields
Here we have introduced the Λ-covariant derivative. Application to the component E a µ " e µ a gives after a completely analogous computation,
This implies that e µ a is a Λ-scalar and we see that the transformation rule takes again the form of a (covariantized) diffeomorphism plus a Λ transformation and a field-dependent transformation.
In
Using (3.21) one finds for the Λ M variation, after some manipulations,
We infer that this coincides precisely with the required gauge variation (2.6), (2.22) of the tensor hierarchy, including the shift-like symmetry parametrized by Λ µ , which we now recover from the higher-dimensional diffeomorphisms of DFT. Similarly, after some algebra the ξ µ variation is found to be
where we used H M N " V A M V AN . We can again rewrite this in a more covariant way by expressing it in terms of the field strength and a field-dependent gauge transformation,
Comparing the transformation laws (3.20)-(3.25) to the formulas derived in the previous section we find complete agreement for the Λ transformations. Moreover, we find for the diffeomorphisms of V, e and A parametrized by ξ µ , 26) up to a common field-dependent Λ gauge transformation that can be ignored. Acting on the component E aµ "´e a ν C µν reproduces by use of our above results (2.16) and ∆B µν " 2D rµ Λ νs , as required, while we can now also determine the diffeomorphism variation parametrized by ξ µ . It is convenient to add right away gauge transformations with parameter Λ M "´ξ ν A ν M and Λ µ " ξ ν C µν in order to obtain covariant diffeomorphisms. First one finds 27) which is not covariant. Next, we compute the covariant variation of B µν , using 28) which follows from (2.19) and (3.14). After some algebra and employing (3.26) one finds the covariant form
Finally, applying the dilaton variation (3.4) to (3.15) and using (3.21) yields 30) up to the same field-dependent Λ gauge transformation. Therefore, the dilaton is a scalar from the perspective of the external space, but a density from the internal space.
Remarks and outlook
In this paper we have presented a Kaluza-Klein-like form of double field theory, in which we decomposed fields and coordinates and gauge fixed the local Lorentz symmetry according to a D " n`d split. In addition, we assumed that all fields are independent of the n 'noncompact winding coordinates'x µ but did not impose any truncation in the compact coordinates Y M " pỹ m , y m q. Consequently, the action (3.43) is manifestly Opd, dq invariant and a convenient starting point for arbitrary Kaluza-Klein ansätze for both the conventional action (1.2) and the DFT action. In particular, at no stage this construction requires a torus background/topology, but we may choose to specialize to this background.
Let us make a few remarks on the torus background. In this case we may expand the fields in Fourier modes, which reads, say, for the metric g µν , g µν px, y,ỹq " Here, the χ µν are the Kaluza-Klein modes, with mode numbers m n , and ψ µν are the winding modes, with mode numbers w n . As g µν is an Opd, dq singlet, a T-duality transformation simply acts as a transformation of the coordinate arguments Y M . For instance, the T-duality exchanging y andỹ simply acts as
thus exchanging Kaluza-Klein and winding modes. If we assume for simplicity that the internal B-field vanishes, so that the generalized metric H M N depends only on the internal metric G, (4.2) acts as
Thus, in particular, if G equals the background torus metric, T-duality inverts all radii, exactly as one would expect. We should note that the Kaluza-Klein and winding modes are not independent. The weak constraint originating from the level-matching condition of string theory requires m¨ w " m n w n " 0 . So far gauge invariance actually requires the strong constraint which implies that only the Kaluza-Klein or the winding modes (or any combination related via an Opd, dq rotation) can be included. One may hope, however, that the present formulation with its novel gauge structures and their close relation to those in lower-dimensional gauged supergravity give hints of how to relax the constraint.
The complete background independent theory discussed here can be viewed as some kind of 'unbroken phase' for the theory of massive Kaluza-Klein or winding modes on a torus. The bare theory (without a specification of the background) has actually a continuous Opd, d, Rq symmetry, but once we specialize to a torus background we have non-trivial identifications, y " y`2π,ỹ "ỹ`2π, which are only preserved by Opd, dq transformations with integer-valued matrix entries. Thus, on a torus background the symmetry is broken to the discrete Opd, d, Zq, as is the case in the full string theory. Moreover, the flat torus background spontaneously breaks the gauge symmetry so that the higher modes of various fields become massive via some infinite-dimensional version of the Higgs mechanism. In fact, the potential induces a mass term for the higher modes of g µν , as can be seen by expanding 5) and plugging this into the second term of (3.44). Schematically,
where we included only the Kaluza-Klein modes. 3 Inclusion of the winding modes gives the analogous term, with mass terms involving |w n | 2 and contraction with the T-dual metric G 1 mn . Similarly, the higher modes of B µν become massive due to the B-field modification of the field strength F µν M , so that the (generalized) Yang-Mills term yieldś
inducing a mass term for the B pnq µν . More precisely, the higher modes of g µν and B µν will 'eat' various components of (higher modes of) the Kaluza-Klein vectors A µ M and internal (scalar) components of H M N in order for the counting of degrees of freedom to work out. We leave a more detailed evaluation of the form of the action for the massive modes and the Higgs mechanism to future work. Moreover, it would be very interesting to evaluate the gauge structures introduced here for the explicit mode expansion of fields and gauge parameters, introducing a higher-dimensional analogue of the Virasoro algebra, but now for a Courant-like algebraic structure rather than a Lie algebra.
As stressed before, our action can be evaluated for an arbitrary Kaluza-Klein ansatz, in particular for a (generalized) Scherk-Schwarz ansatz. Reductions of this kind have already been discussed in the literature and it has been shown that the form of gauged supergravity written in the embedding tensor formalism naturally emerges [29] [30] [31] . Consequently, the tensor hierarchy appears. The present paper explains the emergence of these structure in terms of the higher-dimensional DFT geometry and gauge symmetries, without any actual reduction. We note that the generalized Scherk-Schwarz reductions cannot uplift all gauged supergravities to higher-dimensional DFT. Because of the strong constraint this is only possible for those theories that are T-dual to geometric reductions, while it is known that there are disjoint Opd, dq orbits of consistent gaugings [32] . Accordingly, there have been attempts to relax the strong constraint and thus to uplift all gauged supergravities [31, 33, 36] . While encouraging, it is fair to say that so far no entirely convincing proposal has appeared of how to reconcile such an ad-hoc relaxation with the gauge symmetries. In particular, to our knowledge no closed set of constraints replacing the strong constraint has been found that is consistent with the gauge symmetries. We believe that the present formulation may be well suited to address these problems, for instance along the lines of the similar case of massive type II theories [18] .
Another main motivation for the present paper has been the search for an approach that is further applicable to U-duality symmetries and theories such as 11-dimensional supergravity. Although there have been a number of paper generalizing the DFT structures to various Uduality groups [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , these are restricted to truncations of D " 11 supergravity. Specifically, here one also performs a Kaluza-Klein-type decomposition of fields and coordinates but then truncates all external coordinates and off-diagonal field components and puts the external metric to the flat Minkowski metric. The reason for this rather severe truncation is that, in contrast to DFT, the truncated fields and coordinates do not naturally fit into an enlarged (higher-dimensional) generalized metric. Thus, for the moment the only way out seems to be a formulation that is not fully covariant in the sense that coordinates are split and treated on a different footing, but without imposing a truncation, as we have done in DFT in this paper. It turns out that in this way complete gravity theories can indeed be formulated in a manifestly U-duality covariant manner. In an accompanying paper we will show this for a 3`1 decomposition of D " 4 Einstein gravity, in which case the U-duality group is given by the Ehlers group SLp2, Rq [58] . The emerging structures are closely related to those originating from DFT, suggesting various generalizations that should also be applicable to the complete 11-dimensional supergravity. Finally, it has recently been shown how to incorporate α 1 corrections into DFT [59] . If this approach is extendable to U-duality covariant formulations we would be able to compute higher-derivative M-theory corrections to 11-dimensional supergravity in a U-duality covariant way.
